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ABSTRACTS

A Study on the II咖珊al 11lird—par哆P阳duct Liabm略Govemance MechaIli锄s (2)

W包xi∞砒(College of Public Administration，zhejiang University，Hangzhou 310027)

5玩A，配^眦凡(College of Economics，Zhejiang University，Hangzhou 310027)

Abstract：On the basis of the product liability models with exogenous priVate arbitmtors and with endoge—

nous private arbitrators，this p印er discusses the functions of infomlal third—pany pmduct liability govemance

mechanisms，as an incentiVe system of care of participants，market equilibrium quantities，and standards of

pmduct defect and so on．This paper concludes that without fo珊al third—party product liability govemance

mechanisms(including pmduct 1iability law and pmduct liability regulations)，as ex—post 11lles of correcting

the iIlfbmation asymmetry between producers and consumers，info彻al Third—party product liability goVem—

ance mechanisms can ef亿ctively reduce the risks 0f pmduct liability or perfo珊more efkctively than fo彻al

mechanisms．

Keywords：Product Liabil吼C盯e，Defect，I幽珊al肌ird—Pany Product“ability GoVemance Mecha·

nism

on the Minimum Wage System of China：PrObable Effects On Income

Distribution and Eco肿mic Development (1 1)

耽，曙Di^口i(Institute fbr Advanced Study，Shenzhen UniveI弓ity，Shenzhen 5 l 8060)

Abstract：Based on China’s special conditions，the paper discusses the probable eff．ects of China’s min—

imum wage system on income distribution and economic development in a dynamic View．The p印er concludes

that a minimum wage system which adapts to China’s special conditions can have three e珏．ects in our country：

Firstly，the minimum wage system can improve income distribution and abate income inequality．Secondly，the

minimum wage system with dif陷rent minimum wage standards in dif亿rent districts will probably force some 10w

—skilled industries to帆nsfer f而m coastal region to inland regions， and improve our country’s industrial

stlllcture．Thirdly，the minimum wage system can force low—skilled people to invest human capital and thus

impmVe our human capital．

Keywords：Minimum Wage，Industdal StllJcture，Human Capjtal Investment

Separation—of—Powe礴System：The Ermneo瑚，ReViews，DeIlials and Heritage (18)

劢。昭五瑚D昭(School of Politics and Public Administration，Soochow Univers毗Suzhou 215 123)

Abstract：The sepamtion—of—powers re舀me which stems f而m Westem countries has been not only

censured to be something of c印italism f而m time to time，but also praised highly by te珊s．To regain the cor-

rect understanding of the separation of
powers issue h鹪the significant meaning in modem times．The system of

separation of powers was chosen by most countries after the Bourgeois ReVolution not because they had to but

happened to choose it．On the contmry，it w鹊t11e only choice for the Americans bec跏se of the p枷cular na—

tional condition at the time． Most westem countries chose parliament aria，and the appearapce of the separa-

tion of powers re舀me in the West is quite by accident． In China，although govemments f而m Qing Dynasty to

Kuomintang’s mle had been attempting to carry out the separation of powers regime，they have neVer achieVed

the goal of the separation and balance of powers．This would never be able to realize under the state system小
fected by powerfm feudal innuence． So me Communists in China denied tIle regime，and chose the National

People’s Congress system independenⅡy． Although the sep啪tion of poweI昌regime does not suit China，the
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thought of the decentralization and balancing of the powers it manif色sts is the common spidtual wealth of human

beings，and China should also leam f南m that．

Keywords：SepaI·ation of Powers， Regime， RepresentatiVe System， Feudal Dictatorship， Independent

Choice．Model

The Study of PersonaHty釉d Psycho锄alysis in Political Psychology (25)

耽i矸亿nfei(Litemture J)epartment，China Youth University for Political Science，Beijing 100089)

Abstract：Political psychology had its o“gin f而m the attention to personal mentaIity and physiological in

politics．Therefore，the psychopathology study of political persona】ity has been the topic of this subject． How。

ever，to political theorists and psychologists，the concept of personality has di日1erent ranges． Psychologists ex—

plain personalitv as behavioral responses faced various stimulation，while political theorists are inclined to ex—

D1ain personalitv as a kind of psychological defense mechanism and explore further the ef佟ct of this mechanism

on p01itical action． From concept to methods，psychoanalysis both deepens and challenge personaIity stl】dy．

Keywords：Political Psychology，Personality Type，Psychoanalysis，Personality—Politics Analysis

The Constmction of Rural Financial Legal System with Chine船Characteristics：HistoricaI Contexts，

ReaIistic Barriers and Future Developments (33)

阢昭比yⅡ(Southwest University of P0上itical Science&bw，Chongqing 40 1l 20)

Abstract：In the space and time dimension，the special word elasticity of“Chinese Characteristics"in—

cludes dif佟rent connotations：it can not only refhct the historicial context of nlral financial legal institutions’

evolution．dialvsis the realistic embarrassments，but also contain the future development ofⅢral 6nancial legal

institutions． It is the premise and cmcial point for the refo咖and innovation of Chinese mral financiallegal in—

stitutions t0 master the different‘‘Chinese Chamcteristics’’and cleady recognize the pmblems of the Chinese

Characteristics’ development．

Keywords：Chinese Characteristics，Ruml Financial System，kgal institution，Historicial Context，Re—

alistic Embarrassments，Future Development

“Neighbors’Litigation"Events and the Evolution of Japane∞l'ersonal Legal Awareness (4 1)

胁仍愕(Nanjing No唧al University，Nanjing 210097)，

ZhM帆g玩咖i(zhejiang CoUege of Spons，Hangzhou 3 10012)

Abstract： Many Chinese scholars often cite Japanese legal awareness l’esearches to pmVe their ideas in

their explomlion of legal awareness． 1n the Japanese legal academic system， there were heated debates about

its“backward”national legal awaIeness f南m the 1960s． Many of their views could be beneficial to the think-

ing and specif；ic desi}m of Chinese legal system． Unfbrtunately，some Chinese scholars didn’t pay much atten-

“on to the Japanese 1e乒ral theoretical back粤，ound and academic evolution． And they eVen ignoI．ed the criticism

of Japanese 1egal academic system to some of these views． In
response to this phenomenon， by using the

“neighhors lhi譬‘ation”of 1983鹪an exampk，this anicle ghes a bri“托view on how the japanese 1egaI aca-

demic svstem retro—feviewed the“backward”Japanese legaI awareness after this event．This article also criti—

cizes some basic ideas of Kawasimatakevosi and Ookimasao． Funhermore，this article tries to sort out and ana—

lvze the evolution of the researches in Japanese legal awal．eness f而m the Japanese legal academic system． We

hope these can舀ve a more comprehensive and pmfound understanding of the Japanese legal awareness．

Keywords：L￡fral Awareness，Litigation Dispute Resolution，Nejghbor Litigation，AbhoH-ence of Litiga。

tion

156

on Discrimination in Sentencing ActiVities

劢fz增施n(School of law，Nanjing No咖al UniVer哪，Nanjing 2l0046)

Abstract：The similarity between Disc“mination in sentencing and devia“on in sentencing

(49)

lies in that
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both present unjust sentencing，while the difkrence is that the latter renects the objectivity of sentencing but

the fo珊er usually shows the judge’s false moral judgments．The ethics of the discrimination in sentencing con-

sists of two parts：ethics of judges and defbndant．The analysis of ethics of discrimination in sentencing helps

to find the reasons for sentencing discrimination，and therefore helps to 6nd counte珊easures to tackle discrim-

inations in sentencing．

Keywords：The Discrimination in Sentencing，the Deviation in Sentencing，the Pedigree of Ethics

The Es跎ntial Questiom of Ecology Marxism and∞me EIIlighte砌ent to Us

——A Critical PerspectiVe (56)

劢。昭胁昭如昭(Teaching—Research Office for Sociolog)，and Science of Culture，

zhejiang Pr0Vincial PaIty School，Hangzhou 3 1 l 121)

Abstract：Nature，technology，consumption and capital not only are important questions of modemity but

also are essential questions ofthe constnIction of ecological civilization． Ecology MaD(ism，based on theoretical

resources of Mar)【ism，analyses the mot cause and solution to ecological pmblems in capitalist age． By renec—

ting nature，technology，consumption and c印italist system，ec0109y MaD【ism explores deeply into the contem—

porary core issue of global ecolo矛cal pmblems． This paper analyses the core questions of Ecology Marxism，

and obtains some eIllightenment to construct ecolo西cal civilization．

Keywords：Nature，Technology，Consumption，Capital，Ecologic{ll Crisis

IIlterpretation on Historical Dialectic of Marx’s Ecolo矛cal IdeoIogy (65)

Chi止o，拍西n(School of Humanities and SociaJ Scjences，Bejjjng Jnstjtute of Techn0109y，Beijjn91 0008 1)

Abstract：It is not consistent with MaⅨ’s real idea to deny that MaD【’s philosophy and economics in—

clude ecological ideology or simply equal Marx’s ontology thinking in being compatible between humans and

nature to ecolo舀cal ideology． Actually，MaⅨ’s thinking in nature is objective nature though subjective prac—

tice and MaⅨ’s thinking in human is realistic existence．7rhe essential characteristics of MaD【’s ecological

ideology depend on the unity thinking of two aspects： achieving both Humanitarianism and Natum“sm．Of

course，it is only a fundamental thinking f而m Man(． We believe that it is a mission of academic researchers to

discuss how to achieve the goal in historical dialectic interaction．

Keywords：Marx，Ecolog)r，Humanitarianism，Naturalism

Ecology under the Tension between Morals and Interests (70)

耽，曙．，函Ⅱo凡(zhejiang Sci—Tech University，Hangzhou 310018)

Abstract：Ec0109ical civilization is the achievement by people in their development of material civilization

and their impmvement of ecological envimnment，which is the cultural morals aimed at the ha珊onious co—ex-

istence，Vir￡uous cycle，integra￡ed deyelopment and continuous pmspe矗ty between men and nature，men and

men，men and socjety． During the process of human material development， men are bound to exploit f如m

their existing environment and certainly destmv environment to some degree，which is the inevitable outcome of

men’s demands for their own interests． Moral regulation is needed to ad；ust this beneficial relation，so there

are everlasting contradiction and tension between momls and interests． In the impmvement of ecological civili．

zation constnlction，the relation between morals and interests should be de出t w“h appropriatelv and con．ectly．

Keywords：Morals，Interests，Tension，Ecological Civilization

Shaoxing’s Population Scale and Talent Prolinc Phenomenon during Ming and Qing Dynasties

(74)

P帆如e，聊m(Yue Culture Research Center，Shaoxing University，Shaoxing 3 1 2000)

Abstract：“Notes of a Sea Voyage”written by Choe Po，a Korean omcial during the Ming Hongzhi years

records that the population size and prosperity of Shaoxing was three times as much as those of Ningbo at that
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time，which is drasticly dif-ferent f而m modem experience and statistics．Meanwhile，with regard to the rise and

faU of the population of Shaoxing during】Ⅵing and Qing dynasties，there has been no systematic study． Based

on previous results and the large amounts of historical data，this article points out that Shaoxing’s population

size was likely to have reached 6 million in the late Ming dynasty． Even a conservative estimate could reach 4．

6 miUion，and Shaoxing’s total population ranked nrst in the proVince in the heyday of the Qing Dynasty，a

record of the highest population of Shaoxing which has neVer been repmduced．The author also believes that

while Shaoxing culture got great deVel叩ment，Shaoxing became the cmdle of the country’s outstanding talents

during Ming and Qing Dynasties and that Shaoxing’s great cultuml development benefited f而m the deVelop·

ment of the population of Shaoxing．

Keywords：Shaoxing，Ming and Qing Dynasties，Population Size，Sha似ing Culture

Discu鼯ion on E∞aping Marriage and Becoming a Monk in Liu Dabai’s Life (83)

二iM。，￡∞i(Humanities C01lege，Shaoxing University，Shaoxing 3 12000)

Abstract：A popular statement about Liu Dabai’s lifb experience is that he once escaped marriage and

became a monk，which originated f如m Tian Xing and Chen Yude． However，this statement is not tme．since

Liu Dabai’s first marriage in l 899，he had experienced painfully the loss of wife three times． He neither es—

caped ma而age nor became a monk in order to esc印e marriage． He stayied at home during the period between

1 899 and 1 909，which was supported by the ample evidences in Liu Dabai’s works． Consequently，this mis．

conception should be coⅡ．ected f而m now on．

Keywords：The Studies of Modem Writers，Liu Dabai，“fe

DistinctiVe，Profound and Pragmatic——
A PositiVe Analysis on the Academic Features in Shaoxing

￡in愕yD昭(I舯r School，Shaoxing UniVersity，Shaoxing 3 12000)

Abstract：Gmunded upon the positive analysis on the litemti and academic fbatures of S

(89)

haoxing since the

East Han dynasty，which accumulated gradually in the Song，Ming and Qing dynasties，this p印er sets out to

present the opinions that the literati in Shaoxing featured themselves with distinctive critical spirits，profound

insight，and pragmatic values，on which the distinguishing utility essence of the literati mentioned above was

systematically based．

Keywords：Academic Features in Shaoxing，，I'raditions，Distinctive，Pmfound，Pragmatic

on the Concept and Co邶tituents of Traditio腑l Sinology (98)

So凡g Z危iming(Philosophical Counyard of Renmin UniVersity of China，Beijing)
Abstract：From the view points of time，nationality，integrity，hierarchicness，the meaning of traditional

sinolog)r can be grasped． Confucianism，Buddhism and Taoism are the basic constituents of traditional sinolo．

gy。Their theoretical f宅atures and spirit are“undertake"，“wisdom witness"，“beyond the fbe and easy"re．

spective上y． Three schools have“the cuhivation of personalitv”， “to yeam for beautv’’and“social ha彻onv’，
in common． The three schools combine together to build the spirit of the Chinese people in the world and to

cultivate the sDirit of the Chinese nation．

Keywords：T豫ditional Sinology，Chamcteristic，Consensus，Integration

Rhetorical Purpo蹄and Rhetorical Guiding PrincipIe (104)

肌X洗i(School of Chinese LangLlage and Literature，Fuyang Teachers College，Fuyang 23604 1)

Abstract：Rhetoric aims at increasingly appropriate and ef佟ctiVe communication through the optimum

wordings． Rhetoric is characteristic with hiberarchy．Confornlity with communicative objectiVes is identified as

rheto“cal guiding principle which inVolVes f．our maxims：(1)the content of rhetorical discourse is supposed to

be suitable for communication；(2)the foml of rhetorical discourse is required to be appmpriate for communi—
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cation；(3) rhetorical discourse can produce additional sensuous pleasure and intellectual persuasion；and

(4)rhetorical discourse can bring a satisfactory reaction fbm audience

Keywords：Rhetoric，Rhetorical Purpose，Guiding Principle

A Discussion of the S腑ke Metaphor and Its chang髑in Modem TiIIl器 (110)

耽昭跏池(CSLC，Zhejiang UniVersity，Hangzhou 310028)

Abstract：Snake is a kev image in both Westem and Chinese cultures． Based on the studies of mytholo-

g)r，folk literature and comparative literature，employing the blending theory of the cognitive linguistics，this

paper analyzes the origins of the snake metaphor presented in】Ⅵuiiewen written by L肌Xun and discusses the

interesting extension of the snake image f如m the myth and folk litemture to modem literature． We atte枷【pt to

of玷r a lin霉mistic ande to interpret Lu Xun’s works and to studv the literary discourse．

Keywords：Snake，Metaphor，Blending‘Iheory，Lu Xun，Literature Analysis

DeVelopment and Prospect on the Study of CommuIli略Stmctllre

DⅡ肌乒ng，c口i胁愕，y沈n兀蟛垤，胁尉。咖，n纪啪n
(116)

(Xi’an Jiaotong UniverSity，Xi’an 710049)，(Stanford University，CA 94305 USA)

Abstract：Community stmcture is one of the important research hot spot in the field of complex network．

The aim of this paper focuses on introducing￡he theory and method of community structure to￡he 6eld of sociaJ

science． Fillstly，the concepts of community stlllcture and modularity are intmduced． Secondly，the g印be—
tween community stllJcture and cohesion subgroup of social network analysis are summarized，again，the com—

munity stmcture studies of social networks also are explored．Thirdly，the basic characteristics of the network’

s community structure and the modularity are discussed，and a no瑚alized modularity is put forward． Fourthly，

a basic a190rithm fhmework based on the modulaJity for detecting the network’s community stmcture is sum—

marized．

Keywords：Social Network，Community Stlllcture，Modularity

Chim Medi∞I Anthropolo留Re∞arch ReView since 1980

zh觚g N讪tg，zh∞L诂kng

(123)

(Center for Studies of Minonites in Nonhwest China of Lanzhou UniVersity，Lanzhou 730020)

Abstract：Since the refo珊and opening in China，the medical on medical anthropolog)，research has a—

chieved great developments f而m zem startup，experiencing foreign theory translation and introduction，to嬲一

similation of foreign theories to gradually locaJization of theo—es．This paper reViews mirty years of academic

research work，with the intention of soning out and analysing the achievements and shortcomings in the theo-

retical analysis and 6eld practice of scholars so as to discuss the possible follow—up direction of research．

K碡ywords：Medical Anthropology，Research，ReView ．

Commentary of China’s Rural Social History耻arly A Decade

主流“．，№(School of Humanities，zhejiang UniVersity，Hangzhou 3 10028)

(131)

Abstmct：In this paper，the research results of rural social history over the past decade are presented，

including two categories， one is the synthesis research results， and the other is thematic research results．

While reo唱anizing the series of fmitful results in the past decade of the field of rural social history，the paper

points out that the decentralization of research vision，the new excavation and use of historical data，a va“ety

of research methods applied in the studv of the mml social history in recent years are our results． At the same

time，the anicle points out that in future research，we should focus on contemporary mral society to serve the

contemporary Chinese societv。focus on case studies in order to avoid our research int0 a“f而m the conclusion

to the conclusion’’and we should use the methods of horizontal comparison and inte#即tion into the oI试appli—

cation。so that our research is more vivid．more close to the truth of history．
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Keywords：Rural Social History，Commentary，Historical Paradigm

AbsorptiVe Capacity

“u Qi昭^oi(Institute o

：DefiIlitions and Determinants——A Literature Review

f Amca Studies，Zhejiang NoHnal UniVersity，Jinhua 321004)

(136)

Abstract：In recent years，Abso印tive capacity has become the focus of many researches，especiaJly edu-

cation，technology diffusion and re舀onal income gaps researches．The anicle reViews the definitions and deter-

minants of absorptiVe capacity in literature． In the end，some suggestions are giVen．

Keywords：Absorptive Capacity， Education Level，Technology Difl’usion， R&D Expenditure， Human

C印ital

The Political AnaIysis of Relatio璐hip between Democracy柚d PeopIe’s Livelihood—Empi暾al
Research on Democratic Pattern of Han2zhou Urban Management (143)

耽昭‰n(Pany School of the Zhejiang C0mmittee of CCCP，Hangzhou 31l 121)

Abstract：The theory of“Democmcy Pmmote Pe叩le’s Livelihood”is advanced expe“ence of urhan

management，which has been created by Hangzhou citizens． 1t has paced the whoIe nation in both theory and

pmctice view． Pmmoting solution of the livelihood issues by democratic work—style is the initial meaning“

“Democracy Pmmote People’s Livelihood”． For several yearS，the“Democracy"has been changed f而m use．

ful device to no唧al state of citizen’s life．On this 109ic 1evel，the theory 0f“People’s Livelihood Promote De—

mocracy"has taken on rapid and healthy development．

Keywords：Democracy，People’s Livelihood，Urban Management

Analysis of Zhejiang Non—goVemmental Finance and Guidance on Its

Development under the Rule of Law——Meeting Summary of

“Non—gover啪ental Finance Guidance and Regulation" (1 5 1)

“yo麟i昭，x“№￡i昭，“幻，醚劢e略，Ckn&掘on，几n‘，u砒∞
(Guanghua Law SchooI，Zhejiang University，Hangzhou 3 l oo l 8)

Abstract：The seminar of“Non—govemmental Finance Guidance and Regulation"，based on the current

situation of Zhejiang non—govemmental finance，analyses its existing pmhlems and reasons． On the basis of

dete珊ining the natupe and classification of the non—goVemmental finance，the seminar probed into some im—

portant issues，such as the kgal validity ofthe loan contract between ente叩rises，the demarcation betWeen the

non—govemmental finance and illegal fund raising，the adjustment of interest rate，the legal liability and so

on． Under the premise
of the“autonomy of will"principle，the experts and sch01ars put forward ways to regu—

late and guide the non—govemmentaJ finance． 7rhey designed a goVemmental supervisoD，system of the non—

govemmental finance including the regulatory mode，

ures，etc． FinaJly，as the core of the govemmental

mental register system．

regulatory content，regulatory body，

supen五soIy system，they did specific

Keywords：The Non—Govemmental Finance，Govemment Management，Re舀ster

the regulatory meas—

study on the govem—
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